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For those who want

O Nehebkau who comes from the city: I have not
been haughty.
O High-of-head who comes from the cave: I have
not wanted more than I had.
(Book of the Dead)

Playing with the boys
I’m not crying, I’m washing my eyes
slouched in the Lost Angel playing
last card
with those naked men
from the Two Dollar shop and drinking
endless tea
I donate my mind to science
and my body to you
sometimes.
Come and play with me,
because it is getting dark
and strange people pass on the street.
It is all movement and blurs of noise
Something old, something new,
borrowed money and blue movies: we
can be strangers on the train we
can be ghosts in the wind and I can tell
you all your secrets if you insist
(how your hand shakes over that coffee cup)
There are people who won’t come
out until midnight, people who want you
to make them cry
so they can watch themselves doing it,
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people who will live so they can watch themselves
watch themselves
Guessing at fake teardrops; the opaque
hands, the glossy hair
knew he wanted to be Scarlett O’Hara
the minute he stamped his foot.
At night in the middle of nowhere it is dark by now
obvious crickets clawing their bodies in sound,
thorns at the edge of a ditch,
darkness in which your face could betray you
the stones which we throw in our minds
the falling leaves we can’t catch
or that smile which burns out, your eyes
when you think no one’s looking –
the things you are afraid you will dream about
Come and play with me
because I am turning into it now,
that one street,
the street in which I allow myself to think of you...
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The fish / the bird
Sometimes when you want to cry, insects rain from the sky
and the moon runs over you – but sometimes you just walk down
the street.

Now is the time to wander down K rd.
Look in your pocket
for two dollar shop change
and here’s
some half remembered figurine
all china gilt and sentiment
found in a gutter
rub the mud off your face
hurry to release the eyes from the dirt
hurry
to drink the bitter sugary morning.
“The weirdest thing is if you can walk right across it without thinking of it once”
and I did, I nearly did:
the sun was hitting at that late angle when you think in blocks of colour
there has to be somewhere grey enough to live in without breathing
						
but we’ve never
found it.
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K rd is where the fish and the bird will live
now that they’re in love.
All that’s left are a few feathers, glossy with poisonous dye,
a sign which says Fresh Crabs (much too close to the strip clubs for comfort)
an odd aroma
		

if only I knew
even half of what
my granny said was true!

And then there’s the strangers of the “don’t talk to” variety,
no waiting for busses outside op shops for them; they’re all
slack mouth and soiled trousers: came up for the weekend
and got too drunk to leave. They’re sure every second person
is a freak (and needs to know this)
“oh I went there,” they say, “but I kept my back to the wall mate,
I kept my back...”
This is the way the world ends
this is the way the world ends –
no this is the way the world forgets to end, lazy in the afternoon
with an unnamed thing from the all night bakery. All the world,
dawdling down the street
replete with coffee
the footpath scuffing at its shoes, and suddenly it’s time
for a drink or a friend. It’s time,
and I’m still here, looking in the mud for your eyes,
just as children we used to uncover
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the faces of the painted fish on our bowls, suffocating in fried rice,
just as adults we uncover
a blue smile, a hopeless arm beneath the blanket, a story.
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